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Typically, inertial loads associated with flapping wing micro air vehicles
are ignored for analysis and control law development purposes. The goal of
this work is to compute the inertial loads associated with flapping a wing
and compare those loads to aerodynamic loads. It is assumed that the wing
is a rigid flat plate so that there is no in-plane, out-of-plane, or torsional
bending of the wing. The analysis begins by computing the acceleration of
the wing center-of-gravity over a complete wingbeat cycle. Newton’s second
law is then used to compute the inertial forces and eventually, the inertial
moments. Simulation results are provided which compare the magnitude of
the inertial loads to the aerodynamic loads for a wing of varying geometry.
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Flapping wing micro air vehicles (MAVs) have received a great deal of interest from
the research community due to their potential to achieve insect-like maneuverability.1–7 The
ability to mimic the flight behavior of insects could enable such a vehicle to perform missions
which larger, fixed wing vehicles are unable to perform, such as intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance in urban environments and indoor locations. These potential capabilities have
prompted continued research into flapping wing flight dynamics, control law development,8, 9
and fabrication.3, 4
The aerodynamics of flapping wing flight are complex.5, 10–18 Wing-wing interactions,
wake capture, leading-edge vortices, wing rotation, and acceleration are examples of some of
the complex phenomena that occur. This work in focused on calculating the inertial forces
associated with the flapping wings. Typically, the inertial forces are ignored and only the
aerodynamic forces due to wing flapping are considered. This work aims to determine the
magnitude of the wing inertial forces and compare the inertial to aerodynamic forces and
moments. It is assumed that the wing is a rigid flat plate. Therefore, there is no in-plane,
out-of-plane, or torsional bending of the wing. Additionally, the wing flip dynamics are
ignored in this analysis and it is assumed that the wing instantaneously flips at the end of
each stroke and the flip motion does not contribute any force or moment.
The vehicle selected for this study, shown in Figure 1, is similar to the Harvard RoboFly.3
The wings are assumed to be triangular in shape. During the simulation runs, the wing
geometry is altered by varying the chord, however, the wings always retain the triangular
shape.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses notation that is used throughout
the manuscript. In particular, the coordinate frames used to compute the forces and mo-
ments are provided. In Section III, the acceleration of the centers-of-gravity of the wings
are computed. Section IV contains the computation of the inertial forces and moments.
Section V contains simulation results, which compare the inertial and aerodynamic forces
and moments, and conclusions are provided in Section VI.
II. Notation
In this section, some basic notation that is used throughout this work is introduced. First,
the wingbeat forcing function is described. Following this, coordinate frames and rotation
matrices are described.
Let the wingbeat forcing function, which describes the motion of the wing, be







































































Figure 1: General assembly of a minimally actuated flapping wing micro air vehicle.
Figure 2 shows one cycle of the wingbeat forcing function, time derivative of φ(t), and the
second time derivative of φ(t), along with the portions that correspond to the upstroke and
downstroke. A complete cycle of wingbeat is defined as an upstroke followed by a downstroke.








There are nine coordinate frames for this vehicle, as shown in Figure 3. The body frame
is centered at the center-of-gravity of the entire vehicle (excluding the wings), with the body
x axis pointed up, the body y axis pointed out the right wing, and the body z axis pointed
out the front of the vehicle. The body axes are denoted with the subscript B. Define the
right and left wing root frames. These two frames are always aligned with the body frame
and are located at the right and left wing attachment, or wing root, points. The subscripts
RWR and LWR denote the right and left wing root frames. Additionally, define right and
left wing spar frames (denoted by the subscripts ’RWS’ and ’LWS’). The spar frames are
centered at the wing root and are thus coincident with the wing root frames. The y axis














































































Wing Position, Velocity, and Acceleration vs. Time























































































Figure 3: Coordinate frames.
wing spar frame points along the left wing spar and originates at the left wing root. The


























































rotates with the wing and the angle between the yRWR axis and the yRWS axis is φRW (t).
The same exists for the left wing. The last set of coordinate frames are the wing planform
frames. There are wing planforms frames for the left and right wings and the upstroke and
downstroke (4 wing planform frames total). The right wing planform up (RWPU) frame
has it y axis pointing from the wing root along the wing, and, for zero wing angle of attack,
the x axis points back (-zB direction) and the z axis points up (xB direction). When the
wing angle of attack is nonzero, a rotation about yRWPU occurs so that the wing is contained
in the xRWPU , yRWPU frame. The right wing planform downstroke (RWPD) is similar to
its upstroke counterpart, except the xRWPD axis points in the zB direction for zero wing
angle of attack and the zRWPD points in the −xB direction. Similar definitions exist for the
left wing. The relationships between the spar and wing planform frames are described in
Figure 4, where α is the wing angle-of-attack.
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where the subscripts RWP2RWS and LWP2LWS define right wing planform to right spar






















− sin φLW − cos φLW 0






Since the right and left wing root frames are always aligned with the body frame,





















































































Figure 4: Wing planform and wing spar coordinate frames.
III. Acceleration of Wing Center-of-Gravity
In this section, the acceleration of each wing center-of-gravity is computed. Once the
acceleration is obtained, Newton’s second law is used to compute the inertial forces.
To begin, the position vectors from the origin of the wing planform frames to the centers-
of-gravity, of each wing, are computed. The geometry is shown in Figure 5. From this figure,




















where the superscripts define the coordinate frame in which the vector is written and the
subscript defines the position vector starting point (origin of RWPU , RWPD, LWPU , or
LWPD frames) and the final point of the position vector (RWcg or LWcg). Therefore, the
subscript notation RWcg/RWPU means the right wing center-of-gravity with respect to the
























































































































































Figure 5: Wing center-of-gravity definitions.
The wing has a passive rotation joint that fixes the wing angle of attack during each
stroke. It is assumed that the wing instantaneously flips at the end of each stroke. Therefore,
wing flip dynamics are ignored. Additionally, it is assumed that the instantaneous wing flip
does not contribute to the generation of aerodynamic or inertial forces and moments.
The angular velocity of the coordinate frames is now computed. Since the wing flip








































































where the subscript ’RWPU/RWS’ describes the angular velocity of the right wing planform
upstroke frame with respect to the right wing spar frame. The angular velocity of the spar


























































where, as before, the superscript denotes the frame in which the vector is written. Consider
the first entry in Equation 11. It appears that the angular velocity of the right wing spar
with respect to the right wing root, written in the right wing spar frame, is negative about
the z axis of the right wing spar frame. However, from Figure 2, it can be seen that φ̇ is
negative on the upstroke. Hence, the right wing angular velocity is actually positive during
the upstroke and negative during the downstroke, as expected.
At this point, the velocity and acceleration of the wing center-of-gravity can be computed.
The velocity is computed using the equation of Coriolis19 such that









































































































Equation 13 holds for both the upstroke (k = -1) and the downstroke (k = 1) and describes
the linear velocity of the right (left) wing center-of-gravity written in the right (left) spar
frame.
In a similar fashion, the acceleration of the wing center-of-gravity is





















































As with the velocity, the acceleration of the right and left wing roots is zero when the vehicle



























Equation 15 holds for both the upstroke (k = -1) and the downstroke (k = 1). From
Equation 15, it can be seen that the acceleration of the wing center-of-gravity is a function
of both the wing velocity and the wing acceleration.
IV. Wing Inertial Forces and Moments
In the previous section, the acceleration of the center-of-gravity of each wing was com-
puted. These accelerations will now be used to compute the inertial loads. The inertial loads
are simply the negative of Newton’s second law. Therefore, the inertial forces are


































































where mRW , mLW are the masses of the right and left wings, respectively. Using the accel-














































One of the objectives of this work is to compare the inertial loads with the aerodynamic
loads. The aerodynamics forces are written in the body frame. Therefore, the inertial forces
in Equation 17 need to be transformed to the body frame. Using Equations 5, 6, and 7, the










































































Equation 18 provides one of the desired results, the inertial forces due to wing flapping
written in the body coordinate system.
In order to compute the moments about the body frame axes, the position vector from the
center-of-gravity of the vehicle (origin of the body coordinate frame) to the center-of-gravity
of each wing is needed. Equation 8 provides the position vectors from the center-of-gravity













































































k cos(α) sin(φRW )x+ cos(φRW )y























−k cos(α) sin(φLW )x− cos(φLW )y






The position vectors from the origin of the body axes to the origins of the right and left wing


























Note that for wing roots that are above the vehicle center-of-gravity and attached at the
same x body axis location, xRWR = xLWR > 0. Also, for a vehicle which has a plane of
symmetry in the xB, zB plane, yRWR = −yLWR with yRWR > 0. Typically, the wings are
attached at the same zB location so that zRWR = zLWR. Now, the position vectors from the










xRWR − x sin(α)
yRWR + k cos(α) sin(φRW )x+ cos(φRW )y














xLWR − x sin(α)
yLWR − k cos(α) sin(φLW )x− cos(φLW )y
















































































Figure 6: Wing Geometry.
V. Results
In this section, time histories of aerodynamic and inertial loads are compared. The
inertial loads are calculated according to the expressions shown above. The aerodynamic
loads are computed using a blade element model. A full description of the aerodynamic
loads can be found in Doman, et. al.8
The wing geometry is shown in Figure 6. Wing parameters are displayed in Table 1,
while vehicle parameters are shown in Table 2. The trim frequencies are 98.39, 80.33, and
62.22 rad
sec
for cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The trim frequency is found be setting the
cycle-averaged aerodynamic lift from both wings equal to the weight of the vehicle.
Case b(mm) c(mm) R(mm) IA(m
4) Area(m2) AR WingMass(mg)
1 3 4 15 1.395e−9 3e−5 7.5 0.25
2 3 6 15 2.093e−9 4.5e−5 5 0.4
3 3 15 15 5.231e−9 1.125e−4 2 1
Table 1: Wing Parameters.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 shows the x, y, and z body axes inertial and aerodynamic forces and
moments for the right and left wings for the geometry of case 1. As expected, the x body
axis inertial force is zero since no out of plane wing motion is considered and the wing flip
at the end of each stroke is ignored. There are significant inertial moments about the x
body axis, about 50% greater than those produced by the aerodynamic forces. The inertial



























































xRWR & xLWR (mm) 9
yRWR (mm) 2
zRWR & zLWR (mm) 0
yLWR (mm) −2
α (deg) 45
Table 2: Vehicle Parameters.
aerodynamic loads. The moments about the y axis tell a different story. In this case, the
aerodynamic moments are larger than the inertial moments. This is due to two factors.









= (ryFz − rzFy )̂i− (rxFz − rzFx)ĵ+(rxFy − ryFx)k̂
(23)
The y axis moment is the second term in Equation 23, namely, (rxFz − rzFx). In the
calculation of the loads, rx and rz are the same for the aerodynamic and inertial calculations,
while Fz and Fx are different for the aerodynamic and inertial calculations. The aerodynamic
force in the x axis direction is nonzero and large, while the inertial force in the x axis
direction is identically zero. It should be pointed out that the inertial force in the x axis is
zero because the wing flip dynamics have been ignored. The moment arms that affect the
pitching moment are rx and rz and rx ≪ rz. Therefore, the term multiplying Fx is large
with respect to the term multiplying Fz. The result is the term rzFx dominates with Fx
being nonzero for the aerodynamic contribution and zero for the inertial computation. The
inertial and aerodynamic forces in the z body axis are similar in magnitude. Again, the
aerodynamic moments about the z axis dominate for the same reason as was seen with the
y body axis moments.
Now, the case 2 geometry, as shown in Table 1, is utilized. Figures 10, 11, and 12 shows
the x, y, and z body axes inertial and aerodynamic forces and moments for the right and left
wings for the geometry of case 2. The first interesting aspect is that the body axis force (lift)
in the x direction does not change, even when the wing is increased in size. This is because
the increase in size is exactly canceled by the decrease in trim frequency, when calculating
lift. The inertial moments about the x body axis are slightly larger for case 2 as compared
to case 1. In terms of the y axis, both the inertial forces and moments are larger for case 2 as
compared to case 1. Another interesting aspect is that the aerodynamic moments about the
y body axis are different between cases 1 and 2. This is due to the wing geometry changing





























































































































































































































































Figure 7: X-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and
Left Wings for Case 1 Geometry.
than those associated with the case 1 geometry, while the inertial forces are only slightly
larger.
For case 3, the wing aspect ratio was reduced even further. Similar results are obtained
as those discussed when moving from case 1 to case 2. Both the inertial forces and moments
become larger, as can be seen in Figures 13, 14, and 15.
VI. Conclusions
This work described a method to compute inertial loads associated with a rigid flapping
wing. The acceleration of the wing center-of-gravity was computed. Using this acceleration,
the inertial forces and moments were calculated. As compared to a blade element aero-
dynamic model, the inertial forces are larger than the aerodynamic forces, but the inertial
moments are smaller than the aerodynamic moments. This is a direct result of the fact that
the inertial loads associated with the wing reversal are ignored. The next step in this work
would be to incorporate wing flexibility into the model to account for bending and torsion.
It is expected that significantly different results will be obtained, as compared to the rigid






























































































































































































































































Figure 8: Y-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and
Left Wings for Case 1 Geometry.
the analysis. With the wing flip, inertial forces in the x body axis direction would no longer
be zero. Furthermore, experiments using actual wings could be performed to validate the
theoretical results.
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Figure 10: X-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and
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Figure 11: Y-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and























































































































































































































































Figure 12: Z-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and


















































































































































































































































Figure 13: X-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and






















































































































































































































































Figure 14: Y-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and





















































































































































































































































Figure 15: Z-Body Axis Inertial and Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Due to Right and
Left Wings for Case 3 Geometry.
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